KENYA / WFP
23/11/06
-Huts in water (Bura division)
-Bura bridge on tana river
22/11/06
-Flooded trucks (road from Modegashe to garissa)
23/11/06
-People rescued being dropped by police helicopters in Jambelle from nearby flooded village,
-Views of tana rivers around Garissa town
23/11/06
Jambelle
-soundbite : Asanta Ali, said three of her daughters, aged 15, 13 and 10 were missing. Wading through
water up to her chest, carrying a one-year-old and a three-year-old, she said she lost sight of the three
elder girls in the water.
22/11/06
-aerial views along Tana river (coming from North)
-Garissa town, agriculture offices where people have temporarily re-settled after their village (Ziwani) was
flooded
-Outskirts of Garissa / huts flooded/ church flooded
DADAAB
21/11/06
-WFP High Energy biscuits being distributed to Dadaab refugees after their camp was flooded
-Refugees waiting for High Energy Biscuits
-soundbite Rene McGuffin, head of refugees programme (WFP) :
"We have to plan for the worst people have lost everything...so people are getting the food that they
need"
-Flooded alleyways in Ifo Camp
-Destroyed hut and house in Ifo refugee camp (Dadaab, Kenya)
-Donkey carts carrying food aid through Ifo camp flooded alleyways
-Soundbite Jamed Beida, resettled from Ifo camp to higher ground nearby:
"First few days we've been receiving some biscuits...we find it very helpful"
-general view of camp resettled outside Ifo by refugees whose houses have been flooded
-Refugees crossing water outside WFP/Care distribution centre in dadaab
-Refugees carrying bags of food
-Car going through water on main road linking Dadaab to Ifo camp
24/11/06
-Arrival of WFP chartered jumbo cargo plane (Antonov 124) with four MI-8 helicopters
two will be used in kenya , two in Somalia, as part of the WFP regional air operation, to airlift food to flood
victims, but also to carry non-food items, humanitarians workers and to preposition staff for airdrops
two air bases are being set up in Garissa and Mombasa, for Kenya and Somalia operations

